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The Pharaonic pottery of the Abu Ballas Trail: ‘Filling stations’ along a desert highway in southwestern Egypt

Abstract

The Abu Ballas Trail in the Libyan Desert (SW Egypt) consists of about thirty archaeological sites along an ancient donkey caravan route, and runs almost straight from Dakhla Oasis towards the Gilf Kebir Plateau, covering about 400 km. Large storage jars for water are the main finds at these sites, and the jars occur in varying numbers and different states of preservation. Through study of the pottery, several chronological phases of trail use have been recognized. The earliest use dates to the late Old Kingdom or early First Intermediate Period (around 2200/2100 BC). It is the best documented period because pottery from that time has been found at nearly all of the sites, although the amount of vessels and the composition of the types varies.

No doubt the variability in vessel amounts and types is due to functional differences between the individual sites. The donkeys must have been watered at the main stations, including the eponymous Abu Ballas or ‘Pottery Hill’ site, because of the large amount of storage jars found there (up to more than a hundred). The distances between the main supply depots are roughly equal and most probably relate to the donkey’s ability to go without water for two or three days. Vats and different types of cups and bowls illustrate the organisation of the people accompanying the caravans and/or the men stationed at the individual sites to keep watch over the provisions. The intermittent sites contain far less pottery and can be considered temporary camp sites or places where vessels accidentally broken during transport were left behind.

The fabrics and vessel shapes of the late Old Kingdom / early First Intermediate Period are strikingly similar to those from the residence of the Egyptian governors at Balat/Ayn Asil in the eastern part of Dakhla, where the Abu Ballas Trail apparently had its departure point. There are, as yet, no vessels of the Middle Kingdom and only very few that can be attributed to the Second Intermediate Period, but two different phases of the New Kingdom are well represented: the later 18th dynasty and the Ramesside Period.

In addition to a general presentation of the pottery found along the trail, this article will focus on an ancient ‘technique’ of long-distance desert travel: the use of pottery deposits as artificial water reservoirs in order to facilitate the crossing of barren desert regions. This ‘technique’ has even been reported by Herodotus (III, 6–7) and the Abu Ballas Trail is currently the best example.

Keywords: pottery deposit, supply station, donkey caravan, Libyan Desert, Dakhla, Gilf Kebir, Sheikh Mutfah culture, Old Kingdom, First Intermediate Period, Second Intermediate Period, New Kingdom, Roman

1. Introduction

During a geological survey in 1918, and later, in 1923, a collection of more than a hundred large pottery jars was found at the foot of a prominent sandstone hill, about 500 km west of the Nile and 200 km southwest of the Dakhla Oasis, the nearest water source (Ball 1927: 122, n. ‡; Kemal el-Dine & Franchet 1927; Jarvis 1936: 114–116). Accordingly, the site was called “Abu Ballas” in Arabic, i.e. “Father of jars” (or “Pottery Hill”). Initially, there was much speculation about the age, origin, and purpose of these jars. After the discovery on the Abu Ballas hill of two rock engravings which date back to Pharaonic times (Rhotert 1952: pl. XXXVI,3–6; cf. Förster, this volume: figs. 17; 18) it has been in-
creasingly assumed that at least part of the vessels dates to that period. The reason for the presence of this huge amount of pottery at such a remote place remained, for a very long time, one of the mysteries of the Libyan Desert (cf. Sers 1994: 198–207; Förster 2011: chapter 2). This situation changed in 1999/2000 when Carlo Bergmann, a dedicated German desert traveller who used camels to explore the unknown, discovered several new sites with similar deposits of pottery (cf. Bergmann 2001: 367–460). He identified about 30 sites, which are located along an almost perfectly straight line c. 360 km long from Dakhla to the outskirts of the Gilf Kebir Plateau [Fig. 1]. The most important of these pottery concentrations should be considered water depots, placed at rather regular distances in order to enable donkey caravans to travel through the barren desert. With the other, smaller sites, they make up a chain of staging posts or depots and prove the existence of a Pharaonic desert route leading deep into the Libyan Desert, and probably continuing into sub-Saharan regions. Since winter 1999/2000, the sites have been under investigation by the ACACIA project (“Arid Climate, Adaptation and Cultural Innovation in Africa”), a Collaborative Research Centre (389) at the University of Cologne funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft from 1995 until 2007. The ACACIA project aimed to elucidate the purpose and destination of this ancient caravan route that has been labelled the “Abu Ballas Trail” (Kuper 2001; 2002; 2003a; 2003b; Kuhlmann 2002: 149–158; Schönfeld 2004; Förster 2007a; 2007b; 2010; 2011; Förster et al. 2010; cf. Förster, this volume).

The present article presents not only a preliminary publication of the pottery from different peri-

Fig. 1 Map of the Abu Ballas Trail and its archaeological sites.
ods, but also endeavours to show how pottery from the very particular circumstances of the Abu Ballas Trail sites contributes to both chronological and functional understanding of archaeological sites along an ancient desert road.

The size of the known sites differs greatly, ranging from fragments of a single jar up to more than a hundred vessels in different states of preservation. Some of the jars had been well protected against the wind and are still very well preserved. The large majority, however, have been eroded to different degrees. The location and structure of the sites can also be very different. Usually the depots are found at the foot of, or near, one of the ubiquitous sandstone cones dotting the vast regions of this part of the Libyan Desert. However, some minor depots were even placed on top of hills. The investigation of the environmental context of the pottery ensembles is, however, not the primary interest of the present article because this can only be fully discussed by considering the results of the excavations at several sites, which falls beyond the scope of this contribution.1

Generally, the sites can be considered closed contexts, and although a number of them have been disturbed in antiquity or more recently, they nevertheless offer possibilities which are hardly ever available for sites in the Nile Valley. Much of the pottery was found broken, and although wind erosion of the fractures often caused practical problems, it was nonetheless most rewarding to search for joins between sherds. Assessing the minimum number of vessels was also possible with far greater accuracy than is normally expected on excavations in Egypt. The main problem for minimum vessel counts is that at sites where the pottery was not protected against the wind, extreme erosion may have caused the complete disintegration of vessels. Particularly for the New Kingdom sites, large storage jars were frequently found reduced to small sherds, and their complete disappearance seemed only a matter of time. Despite this issue, ceramic ensembles from the Abu Ballas Trail offer great research possibilities.

In the following pages, the individual sites are referenced following the ‘Cologne registration system’, which consists of three elements: (1) the name of the study area [cf. Tab. 1]; (2) the year of recording; and (3) the serial number of the individual site. “Jaqub 99/31”, for instance, is the 31st site registered in 1999 within the study area “Jaqub”. Individual vessels or sherds are referred to by their identity number, added to the former data in brackets, e.g., “Jaqub 99/31 (2)”.

2. Sheikh Muftah culture

Pottery of the pastoral nomads of the so-called Sheikh Muftah culture was found at several sites of the Abu Ballas Trail, sometimes in combination with late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period pottery [Tab. 1]. Sheikh Muftah sites are concentrated at the oases of Dakhla and Kharga (Hope 1999; 2002; 2007; McDonald 1999; 2002; Warfe 2006; Riemer 2011), and it therefore seems logical to consider the Sheikh Muftah pottery along the Abu Ballas Trail as part of the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period ensemble. It is indeed accepted that local population groups co-existed with the Egyptians after they had occupied the oases of the Western Desert (cf. Mills 1999), at the very latest from the 4th dynasty onwards. Recently, however, a Sheikh Muftah sherd was found on the eastern margins of the Great Sand Sea, suggesting that the activities of these pastoral nomads extended far beyond the immediate vicinity of the oases (Riemer 2009). Even before that, the wide distribution of so-called Clayton rings and discs, a most characteristic element for the Sheikh Muftah culture, was noted (Riemer & Kuper 2000; Riemer 2002; 2004; cf. Riemer 2011: 277–288; Riemer, this volume). Therefore, the possibility exists that the Sheikh Muftah presence at Abu Ballas Trail sites has to be seen separately from the ‘official’ Egyptian activities. This is rather obvious for the sites close to Dakhla, but could also be the case for the more distant sites. To some extent, this is confirmed by the Clayton rings and discs among the Sheikh Muftah finds. Clayton rings and discs hardly ever occur in association with late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period pottery if both are found at the same site. Most

1 The excavation of the three major sites Abu Ballas 85/55 (Abu Ballas/’Pottery Hill’), Jaqub 99/31 & 99/32 (‘Muhattah Jaqub’ as labelled by C. Bergmann) and Jaqub 99/30 (‘Muhattah Umm el-Alamat’) is presented in an unpublished MA thesis (Schönfeld 2004). For an overview of the main results of the ACACIA excavations at sites along the Abu Ballas Trail, see Förster 2011: chapters 5–8.
probably many Clayton rings are part of desert exploitation by Sheikh Muftah people (cf. Riemer 2002; 2004; 2011; this volume), independent from the ‘official Egyptian’ Abu Ballas Trail (cf. infra).

Two fabrics occur among the Sheikh Muftah pottery. The first is a ‘shale’ tempered fabric, which is made from the same oasis clay as is used for the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period pottery, but with a very large amount of coarse clay pellets (0.5–5 mm) added (cf. Riemer et al. 2005: 338; Riemer 2011: 50, fig. 14,16–17 “fabric EK 6A”). The second is also an oasis clay fabric, but the amount of sand in it is so high that it has to be considered a temper. This is confirmed by the angular shape of the sand (cf. Riemer et al. 2005: 338; Riemer 2011: 41, fig. 14,8 “fabric EK 3”).

Fire stains and the uneven surface colour of the vessels indicate that they were fired in a bonfire, which is characteristic for Sheikh Muftah pottery. The vessel types are mainly large deep bowls [Fig. 2,1], and the pottery technology (open fire) of both fabrics also differs strongly from the fabric used by the Egyptian potters in the Dakhla Oasis (Soukiassian et al. 1990: 77–84). A few vessels should be considered imitations of Egyptian types [Fig. 2,2–3] and testify the interrelation between the local population and the Egyptian occupants.² It comes as no surprise that these particular vessels are found in association with late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period pottery and at sites far away from the Dakhla Oasis (e.g., Base Camp 00/27).

For the typology of the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period pottery as well as the early New Kingdom pottery largely follows classifications established by the IFAO missions working in Balat (Soukiassian et al. 1990; 2002) and Hope (1989), respectively (for details, see text).

In terms of terminology, the typology of the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period pottery as well as the early New Kingdom pottery largely follows classifications established by the IFAO missions working in Balat (Soukiassian et al. 1990; 2002) and Hope (1989), respectively (for details, see text).

In the given totals, so-called Clayton rings and discs have been counted as separate items, although some of them might have belonged together, making up individual ensembles typically consisting of one ring and one disc each (cf. Riemer & Kuper 2000).

Symbols added to site numbers:

* larger part of ceramics still in situ (usually ≤ 10 vessel units)
** almost all ceramics still in situ (≥ 40 vessel units)
† (partly) excavated site
? vessel type or chronological affiliation uncertain
≥ estimated minimum number of vessels

---

² Cf., however, Hope (2002: 40; 51) who argues that “[...] amongst the ceramic bodies utilised by the occupants of the oasis in the Old Kingdom there was also a coarse shale-tempered fabric and its makers were experienced potters [...]” and concludes “[...] it is possible that the use of shale wares on Egyptian sites was inspired by the Sheikh Muftah potters”. See also Hope 1999: 221 (“There is nothing to show that Egyptian ceramic traditions of the Old Kingdom influenced the local [...]”); 224; Soukiassian et al. 1990: 117–119, pls. 37, 38.
| STUDY AREA | SITE | **| ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | SUM |
|            | **| ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** | ** |
| Sheikh Mufah culture | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 43 |
| Clay pot ring | | 2 | 3 | 2 | 1 | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 11 |
| Clay pot disc | | 3 | 2 | 1 | 1 | 3 | 1 | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 12 |
| Large clay pot ring | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 2 |
| Carinated bowl | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 3 |
| Deep bowl | | 4 | 3 | 1 | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 6 |
| Bowl | | 3 | 2 | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 9 |
| Late Old Kingdom | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 2990 |
| Large storage jar | | 2 | 3 | | 71 | | 71 | | 71 | | 15 | 1 | -57 | 9 | 1 | 4 | | 4 | 1 | 9 | 1 | 6 | | 71 | 180 | 3-4 | 480 | 3-20 | 2987 |
| Jar with single spout | | 1 | | | | | | | | | | 1 | | | | | | | | | | | | 1 | 13 |
| Small jar | | 71 | | | | | | | | | | 10 | | | | | | | | | | | | 1 | 13 |
| Coarse but | | 1 | 1 | | | | 6 | | 1 | 6 | | 3 | | | | | 1 | 1 | | | | | | 2 | 25 |
| Coarse B | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 4 |
| Coarse ware | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 4 |
| Restricted bowl | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 1 |
| Spouted bowl | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 1 |
| Vat | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 7 |
| Second Intermediate Period | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 6 |
| Small jar | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 3 |
| Restricted bowl | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 2 |
| Spouted bowl | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 1 |
| New Kingdom | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 170 |
| Amphora vertical handles, 1a, truncated base | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 104 |
| Amphora vertical handles, 1b, ring base | | 2 | 1 | | | | | | | | | | 40 | | | 4 | | | | | | | | | | 204 |
| Amphora horizontal handles, 1b, ring base | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 1 |
| Amphora 4 vertical handles, 1a, ring base | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 1 |
| Storage jar, angular | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 1 |
| Storage jar, rounded profile | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 1 |
| Small jar | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 71 |
| Late New Kingdom | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 170 |
| Jar | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 167 |
| Jar, broad | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 167 |
| Jar, very broad | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 167 |
| Small cup | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 1 |
| Small plate | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 1 |
| Spouted bowl | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 1 |
| Roman | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 17 |
| Small jar with handles | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 1 |
| Small jar | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 1 |
| Olla | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 3 |
| Keg / jar | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 2 |
| Keg | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 2 |
| Restricted bowl | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 1 |
| Islamic | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 1 |
| Mat decorated | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 1 |
| Unknown | | 7 | 8 | 6 | 10 | 6 | 1 | 6 | 40 | 243 | 95 | -79 | 10 | 1 | 79 | 1 | 4 | 5 | 1 | 11 | 8 | 28 | 241 | 214 | 3 | 243 | 11 | 230 | 2702 |
3. Late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period

The majority of the pottery found at the Abu Ballas Trail sites dates to the very end of the Old Kingdom or the beginning of the First Intermediate Period (around 2200/2100 BC) [Tab. 1]. Nearly all of the pottery is made of the same fabric, consisting of the Cretaceous red clay of the oases (Soukiassian et al. 1990: 82f.). It contains a large amount of sand and limited quantities of limestone particles, the ratio of which can differ. Also characteristic, though not always present, are fine clay pellets (<0.5 mm), often referred to as ‘shale’, which are a natural part of the oasis clay. Occasionally, shiny, soft, black or red particles occur, and these have been identified as ferruginous oxides (Soukiassian et al. 1990: 104). An identical fabric is described for the pottery production at Balat/Ayn Asil: groupe 1, céramique fine sans dégraissant ajouté (Soukiassian et al. 1990: 75–84). The fabric is hard and dense, and fires pink to greenish-grey. The limestone particles have occasionally started to disintegrate. The same clay is also used with organic temper, and this fabric occurs in large quantities at settlement sites (e.g., Soukiassian et al. 1990: 113; 2002: 465–467) but is hardly present.
at all among the pottery of the Abu Ballas Trail. In addition to the oasis production, a very limited number of imports from the Nile Valley have also been found at Abu Ballas Trail sites. Both the Nile silt fabric (Nile B1 and Nile B2; Nordström & Bourriau 1993: 171f.) as well as the marl fabric (Marl A1; Nordström & Bourriau 1993: 176) are present.

For the current discussion, the sites at which the largest amounts of pottery were found will be used as type sites, Abu Ballas 85/55 (the original Abu Ballas or ‘Pottery Hill’ site) and Jaqub 99/31. For both sites, only three general types of pottery are represented. These are large storage jars [Figs. 3; 4], cups/bowls [Fig. 5], and straw tempered vats [Fig. 6]. Additionally, a single spouted bowl comes from site Jaqub 99/35 [Fig. 7]. The storage jars, measuring c. 45–65 cm in height, generally do not contain any substance (except for some remains of barley grain in a jar found at site Jaqub 00/20; see Förster, this volume: fig. 11). Furthermore, they sometimes show mineral stains characteristic of water evaporation. In a desert context, it is not surprising that they are water jars, nor that they are by far the most numerous vessel type at all Abu Ballas Trail sites. The jars are red-slipped and most of them seem to have been polished, although the surface of the ves-

Fig. 4 Storage jars, late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period: 1 Jaqub 99/31 (2); 2 Jaqub 99/31 (986); 3 Jaqub 99/31 (961). Scale 1:6.
Fig. 5 Bowls, late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period:
1–2 Bowls with convex wall, 1 Abu Ballas 85/55-32 (1); 2 Jaqub 99/31 (995);
3 Bowl with convex wall and lip-rim, Abu Ballas 85/55-16 (25);
4–5 Carinated bowls, 4 Abu Ballas 85/55-16 (1); 5 Jaqub 99/31 (51).
Scale 1:3.

Fig. 6 Vats, late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period: 1 Jaqub 99/31 (3); 2 Abu Ballas 85/55-3 (1), (2), (W494) [cf. Fig. 9]. Scale 1:6.
sels is often so badly damaged by wind erosion that this cannot be confirmed beyond doubt. Slipping and polishing jars diminishes the porosity of the vessels, an essential quality for a desert environment.

Besides the large storage jars, both sites also have strongly resembling cups and bowls, as well as large, organic tempered vats. The former are generally heavily used and probably represent the personal ‘tableware’ of the expedition members. Occasionally, traces caused by fingers scraping the base of the bowls when eating can be seen [Fig. 8]. The presence of large vats [Fig. 6] is far more remarkable. Their importance is indicated by the considerable effort invested in taking these heavy and bulky objects along into the desert. The function of these vats for the preparation of bread dough is well known (cf. Faltings 1998: 115–121), and identical examples have been found in situ in the bakery of the governor’s palace at Ayn Asil (Soukiassian et al. 2002: 205–209).

The vessel types illustrate the ‘economic’ activity on the Abu Ballas Trail, limited to the basics of water and bread. The spouted bowl [Fig. 7] facilitates pouring without spilling and of course reflects the importance of water on the Abu Ballas Trail. The absence of so-called Meidum bowls, one of the main archaeological characteristics of the Old Kingdom, should be noted. Although also tableware, these bowls seem to have been considered luxury products to some extent, and were not required in the desert.

The chronological position of the pottery from the Abu Ballas Trail is best considered through comparison with the extensive information available for the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period at Balat/Ayn Asil (cf. Valloggia 1986; 1998; Minault-Gout 1992; Soukiassian et al. 1990; 2002; Castel et al. 2001; Castel & Pantalacci 2005). The average size of the Abu Ballas Trail storage jars (between 50 and 60 cm in height) exceeds that of the large jars from Ayn Asil (30–40 cm) (cf. Valloggia 1986: 150; Soukiassian et al. 1990: 107; 2002: 490, fig. 303 [934/1]; 498, fig. 320 [291/09]). Jars resembling those from the Abu Ballas Trail both in size and shape are known at Dakhla from the mastabas of the governors Ima-Pepi (Minault-Gout 1992: 167f.) and Khentika (Cas-
See also Soukiassian et al. 1990: 95 (coupes à carène basse, groupe 1c), pl. 18, nos. 20–21; Castel et al. 2001: fig. 137, C98–99; Soukiassian et al. 2002: 479, fig. 278 (1304/22). Finally, the large straw tempered vats [Fig. 6] confirm the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period date (cf. Soukiassian et al. 1990: 112f.). When compared to the pottery from the palace of the governors at Ayn Asil, there are important similarities to the pottery dated at Ayn Asil to the première phase post-incendie, which corresponds to the end of the Old Kingdom or the beginning of the First Intermediate Period.

3 See also Soukiassian et al. 1990: 95 (coupes à carène basse, groupe 1c), pl. 18, nos. 20–21; Castel et al. 2001: fig. 137, C98–99; Soukiassian et al. 2002: 479, fig. 280.

4 See also Soukiassian et al. 1990: 93 (coupes convexes évasées, groupe 1a1), pl. 15, nos. 1,3–5; Soukiassian et al. 2002: 471f., figs. 271; 272.

5 See also Soukiassian et al. 1990: 95 (coupes à incision externe sous le rebord, groupe 1b), pl. 17, no. 15; Castel et al. 2001: fig. 138, C120; Soukiassian et al. 2002: 477, fig. 278 (1304/22).

6 See also Arnold 1982: pl. 10b; Hope 1979: pl. XX.4.

7 See also Soukiassian et al. 1990: 112 (bassines à dégraissant végétal), pl. 33; Castel et al. 2001: fig. 135, C78; Soukiassian et al. 2002: 503, fig. 335 (1228/1).
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base of a vat from site Abu Ballas 85/55, a carefully
drawn representation of a king was found [Fig. 9],
which also points to the ‘official’ character of the
pottery production. It can hardly be doubted that
the complex logistics and important investment of
means behind the desert expeditions indicate that
the initiative for these activities came from the
reigning governor of the oasis (cf. Förster, this vol-
ume).

Wind erosion lines are visible on many storage
jars [Fig. 10], indicating that the jars were lying with
their axis at an angle between about 20° and 45°,
aperture upwards. This clearly shows that all of the
jars were empty when left behind. Accepting 30
litres as average capacity of the jars, site Abu Ballas
85/55 (originally with at least 100 jars, perhaps as
many as 200, cf. Jarvis 1936: 115f.) may have repre-
sented a water supply of 3000–6000 litres, and site
Jaqub 99/31 (min. 58 jars) of at least 1740 litres. The
jars themselves weigh 14–15 kg on average, and
when filled with water their weight would have
been around 45 kg. This is not easy to handle, and

Potmarks occur frequently on the storage jars,
icised both before and after firing [cf. Figs. 3; 4]. It
is of great importance to note that the same pot-
marks occur on jars from both sites, indicating that
they had a common origin. The most frequent sign
is the hieroglyph [cf. Fig. 4,2], a potmark that
is also attested at the late Old Kingdom/First Inter-
mediate Period site of Ayn Asil in Dakhla, more
precisely at the governor’s palace (Soukiassian et al.
2002: 456–459, figs. 269 [592b; 1389]; 270 [647e]). The
hieroglyph can be read as h or as an abbreviation of
wsxt, both words meaning ‘hall, courtyard’ (cf. Han-
nig 2003: 383; 741). It therefore may refer to the
palace itself, meaning that the potters indicated the
destination or ownership of the vessels.

The two sites, Abu Ballas 85/55 and Jaqub 99/31,
are not only contemporaneous but should also be
considered elements of the same operation. Because
of the above mentioned very close parallels between
the pottery from the sites Abu Ballas 85/55 and
Jaqub 99/31, and that from Ayn Asil, it has to be ac-
cepted that all of this pottery was produced at Ayn
Asil, at the well-known pottery workshops of that
site (Soukiassian et al. 1990). On the fragmentary

8 The fragments were found among the mass of sherds turned
over by present day visitors to the site. Cf. Förster, this volume:
fig. 24.
the risk of breaking jars during transport seems rather high. The water, therefore, must have been carried in much lighter and less vulnerable water bags made of goat skins (cf. Förster, this volume). Carrying the water in skins was a necessity anyway, because it would have been totally ineffective to carry the heavy jars up and down the Abu Ballas Trail. Rather, they would have been installed as depots, and repeatedly refilled.

The transport of water in water bags and not in the storage jars themselves is to some extent confirmed by the fact that nothing has been found that could have been used for sealing the jars during transport. Clay stoppers, as used in the Nile Valley, are of course out of question because they would imply spilling water needed to mix with the clay. The cups and bowls are far too few in number to have been used for closing the jars. Moreover, their deep shapes would have been inappropriate, and cups or bowls for closing jars are normally used in combination with clay caps, which was not possible in the desert environment because, again, it would imply spilling water. Once the jars were filled at the individual supply stations, it seems that perishable material such as leather was used for closing the vessels, but this is not a secure method for closing water jars during transport.

The three most important late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period sites are Jaqub 99/31 (together with site Jaqub 99/32, situated close by), Abu Ballas 85/55, and Base Camp 00/27. Considering the large amount of storage jars, animals must have been watered at these sites and probably also at El-Nahud 00/7, not far from the Gilf Kebir. The distances between these main supply stations are roughly equal (64–88 km as the crow flies) and correspond to a two or three day journey for a donkey caravan (cf. infra, section 8). Vats and different types of cups and bowls have been found at the first two sites only, but this might be explained by the fact that Base Camp 00/27 and El-Nahud 00/7 have hardly been investigated. Intermittent sites used as camp sites and/or minor supply stations – but not, or only to a limited extent, for watering animals – are represented by Meri 00/17 and Jaqub 99/35 (between Dakhla and Jaqub 99/31), Jaqub 99/30 and Jaqub 00/24 (and/or Abu Ballas 00/25; cf. Bergmann 2001: 425) and perhaps also Jaqub 00/22 (between Jaqub 99/31 and Abu Ballas 85/55) and eventually Abu Ballas 00/26 (between Abu Ballas 85/55 and Base Camp 00/27) [cf. Tab. 1]. Vats have not been found at the latter sites. All of the remaining sites consist of only a single or a few jars. They may represent small-scale storage but in some cases may simply consist of broken jars left on the way.

A number of relatively small, globular jars deserve a separate note. They have been found at several sites [cf. Tab. 1], but a well preserved group of them is only available from site Jaqub 99/35. For all of the sites where these jars have been found, large storage jars are also present. However, parallels for the smaller jars are rare in the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period pottery from Ayn Asil (Soukiassian et al. 1990: pl. 29, no. 88; pl. 43, no. 182). The possibility of a late First Intermediate Period or early Middle Kingdom age was considered in view of the recent but unexpected discovery at Jebel Ouenat of a rock inscription of Mentuhotep II (Clayton et al. 2008; cf. Förster, this volume: figs. 40; 41; Pantalacci, this volume: fig. 7). Additionally, a few jars tend to become drop-shaped [Fig. 11,1], which is an important characteristic of Middle Kingdom pottery. Among these jars globular shapes are also found [Fig. 11,2], and late First Intermediate Period and early Middle Kingdom parallels are rare. At first sight there is a resemblance to globular jars from el-Tarif (Seidlmayer 1990: 83, fig. 31), but these are smaller and have more pronounced necks and rims. Comparison can also be made with globular jars from Dendera (Seidlmayer 1990: 116, fig. 42.189,40; 119, fig. 44 top right), which are similar in size to those from site Jaqub 99/35 but again differ in neck and rim. Still for Dendera, First Intermediate Period – 11th dynasty cooking vessels (Marchand 2004: figs. 60–62) show some resemblance, but these jars are not only smaller but also made in an entirely different technique as shown by the clearly visible turning traces on their interior. Finally, related jars are known from the Qau-Matmar region (Seidlmayer 1990: 156, fig. 62 K-B21.01; 160, fig. 64 K-B31.05) but, as is also the case for several of the already mentioned ‘parallels’, they can date to the end of the Old Kingdom or the (early) First Intermediate Period as well. Furthermore, the jars from site Jaqub 99/35 are made of the same oasis fabric and according to the same technique as the large jars. For all of these reasons, and especially because there is no archaeological indication to separate this group of vessels from the late Old Kingdom/early First Intermediate Period pottery, it
should be accepted that late First Intermediate Period or early Middle Kingdom pottery has not been found on the sites of the Abu Ballas Trail. The difference between the pottery assemblages at sites Abu Ballas 85/55 and Jaqub 99/31 (and others), on the one hand, and at Jaqub 99/35, on the other hand, should be considered functional and not chronological, meaning that Jaqub 99/35 was not a real staging post but rather a camp site.

The absence of late First Intermediate Period/early Middle Kingdom pottery along the trail makes the Mentuhotep II inscription at Jebel Ouenat all the more enigmatic and even raises the question whether it is related to the Abu Ballas Trail. Nevertheless, it might be conceivable that the (rather small?) expedition party that left the inscription behind had re-used some of the old pottery deposits of late Old Kingdom/early First Intermediate Period times – or single jars that remained intact – to get there. This would imply that the latter were still known and, at least in part, still usable in the early reign of Mentuhotep II (cf. Förster, this volume). Recently, a radiocarbon date was obtained from a sample of barley remains found in one of a group of four late Old Kingdom/early First Intermediate Period storage jars that have been excavated at site Jaqub 00/20 (3520 ± 35 BP / 1845 ± 55 cal BC; Poz-23221). This date, pointing to activities during the 12th dynasty, proves that, at least in this case, a few old jars were indeed re-used in much later times. Except for a semi-hieratic rock inscription found comparatively close to Dakhla at site Meri 95/5 (cf. Burkard 1997; Förster, this volume: fig. 39), this finding however is the only evidence so far which attests to Middle Kingdom activities along the trail.

4. Second Intermediate Period

Only a very small number of vessels can be attributed to the Second Intermediate Period (c. 1800–1550 BC, cf. von Beckerath 1997: 189), and there are no large storage jars comparable in size to the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period jars among them. The identification of the vessels as of Second Intermediate Period date can not, however, be doubted, both on typological and technological grounds. All of the vessels are made from the untempered oasis fabric already in use during the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period. The types are limited to relatively small jars [Fig. 12], a spouted bowl [Fig. 13,1], and a restricted bowl [Fig. 13,2]. On their inside, they show clear traces of very regular slow turning. The upper part of the outer surface is horizontally smoothed, while the lower part is scraped/brushed to remove excess clay after shaping the vessels. Parallels for the spouted bowl [Fig. 13,1] are known from Dakhla (Hope 1980: pl. XX, j, XXI, d; 1985: fig. 2, k–l; Ballet 1990: 24, no. 17), and although its shape is almost identical to that of the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period [cf. Fig. 7], the difference in fabrication technique demonstrates the chronological difference.10 Scrap-

---

9 See the relevant Stufen attributed by Seidlmayer (1990: 395, fig. 168) to the mentioned pottery types and their chronological position.
ing of the lower part of jars is well attested at Ayn Asil for the Second Intermediate Period (cf. Marchand & Soukiassian 2010: 174f.; 209–211). The restricted bowl or cup [Fig. 13,2] is to some extent comparable to a cup with perforations below the rim (Ballet 1990: 21, no. 9), although the example from site Meri 99/37 is much broader and the perforations are lacking.\(^\text{11}\) Comparison to Second Intermediate Period slow turned cups with scraped base is also possible (Marchand & Soukiassian 2010: 180f.). The bad preservation of the jars [Fig. 12] hinders identification of exact parallels, but parallels should be present among jars found at Dakhla (cf. Hope 1980: pl. XXb, XXIIj; 1983: fig. 2,a/d; 1999: 228, fig. 19; Ballet 1990: 23, nos. 15; 16).

The rarity of Second Intermediate Period pottery on the Abu Ballas Trail, attested as individual pieces at four sites only [cf. Tab. 1], and especially the absence of large storage jars, makes it doubtful that large-scale operations took place at that time. Furthermore, the Second Intermediate Period vessels were not found in archaeological relation with pottery from other periods, although late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period pottery was also found on each of the sites. In this respect it is important to notice that none of the vessels have been found beyond a distance of c. 130 km from Balat/Dakhla, and the Second Intermediate Period activity may have been limited to small-scale operations, for example hunting parties or desert patrols (cf. Förster, this volume).

\(^{10}\) See also the Second Intermediate Period spouted bowls from Ayn Asil made in the same manner but with rounded base (Marchand & Soukiassian 2010: 190f.).

\(^{11}\) For a possible parallel from Tell el-Dab‘a, dating to the 13th dynasty, see Müller 2008: 329f., fig. 191 (K 2205-I).
5. New Kingdom, 18th dynasty

Vessels from the 18th dynasty occur at several sites along the trail and up to 350 km from Balat/Dakhla [cf. Tab. 1]. However, a large number of vessels are attested for only two sites, Jaqub 99/34 and Abu Ballas 00/25 (min. 40 at each). Neither of them has been excavated yet and the pottery was only examined on site, limiting the possibilities for typological study. This perhaps also accounts for the complete absence of cups, bowls and spouted vessels. Furthermore, site El-Nahud 00/6, the only one for which all available pottery was studied, was probably not found in its original position (but may well have constituted another main supply station in those times) [Fig. 14].

The fabric is very similar to the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period untempered oasis fabric. This fabric seems identical to fabric B23, identified by Ecclestone (2002) for New Kingdom pottery at Dakhla. All of the jars are slowly turned, starting from a pushed-out base. They were probably moulded, but this can not be confirmed beyond doubt because of the heavy wind erosion on most bases. Vertical finger strokes are always visible on the interior of the base, and the walls of the base are very thick and heavy. On the inside, the turning marks have not been worked over, while on the outside they remain visible but have been partially smoothed.

Among the material studied, storage jars with and without handles can be distinguished, the first group called ‘amphorae’, following Hope (1989; cf. Hope et al. 2002). The shape variation is important, and considering the limited amount of vessels available, the types distinguished are represented by a few examples only, or even by a single one. The highly eroded state of the vessels sometimes makes it impossible to know whether or not handles were present, and for the same reason the shape of the base can be beyond recognition. Amphorae with two vertical handles occur with rounded/truncated base [Fig. 15], and with ring base [Fig. 16]. For the former, parallels are known from Dakhla (Hope 1989: 102; figs. 1,7; 2,1; Hope et al. 2002: 97f.; 119f.; Marchand & Tallet 1999: 341, figs. 12a; 13a–b [?]), while for the latter no complete examples have yet been found, but the base type with ring is attested at Dakhla (Hope et al. 2002: 120, fig. 3m). A single, well preserved amphora with four vertical handles [Fig. 17] has no parallel at Dakhla, but similar vessels are known elsewhere from the time of Amenhotep III (Hope 1989: fig. 4.4) and Akhenaten (Frankfort & Pendlebury 1933: pl. LIII; fig. XVII.9). Vessels with horizontal loop handles occur, but none of them are well preserved [Fig. 18]. This type of handles also occurs in Dakhla (Marchand & Tallet 1999: fig. 12b). Both for the Abu Ballas Trail sites and for Dakhla, horizontal handles are far less numerous than vertical ones (Marchand & Tallet 1999: 327).

For the storage jars without handles, at least two types are represented, one with rounded profile [Fig. 19], the other with angular profile [Fig. 20]. No parallels for either of these are currently known from the Dakhla Oasis.

It is important to note that the characteristic amphores à bouton (cf. Marchand & Tallet 1999: 342, fig. 14) are lacking on the Abu Ballas Trail sites. The knobbed bases are obviously a simplified version of the ring bases known from the Abu Ballas Trail and therefore probably a more recent development. The amphores à bouton are considered characteristic for the end of the 18th dynasty by Marchand & Tallet (1999: 319; 328). However, the amphores à bouton could also occur during the 19th–20th dynasties, i.e. the Ramesside Period, but the arguments given by Aston and accepted by Hope et al. (2002: 98) remain inconclusive.

According to the amphorae typology established by Hope, particularly good parallels for the amphorae with two vertical handles and
rounded/truncated base from El-Nahud 00/6 [Fig. 15] are found with jars dated to the time of Amenhotep II (Hope 1989: fig. 1.7) and Amenhotep III – Horemheb (Hope 1989: fig. 2.1). The late 18th dynasty amphorae tend to become more elongated and tapering compared to those from site El-Nahud 00/6 (Hope 1989: 93). Specifically for the Dakhla Oasis, the high, funnel shaped necks of the Abu Bal-

Fig. 15 Amphorae with two vertical handles and rounded/truncated base, New Kingdom, 18th dynasty: 1 El-Nahud 00/6 (32); 2 Jaqub 99/31 (442). Scale 1:6.

Fig. 16 Amphorae with two vertical handles (not preserved in the shown examples) and ring base, New Kingdom, 18th dynasty: 1 El-Nahud 00/6 (19); 2 Abu Ballas 85/55 (2). Scale 1:6.

las Trail jars are not represented among the final 18th dynasty material from Ayn Asil published by Marchand & Tallet (1999). For all of these reasons, a date in the second half of the 18th dynasty (c. 1400–1300 BC, cf. von Beckerath 1997: 189f.) seems most likely.

Remarkably, better parallels for the jars from site El-Nahud 00/6 are found in the Nile Valley than
Fig. 17 Amphora with four vertical handles and ring base, New Kingdom, 18th dynasty. El-Nahud 00/6 (24). Scale 1:6.

Fig. 18 Amphora with two horizontal handles, New Kingdom, 18th dynasty. El-Nahud 00/6 (20). Scale 1:6.

Fig. 19 Storage jar with rounded profile, New Kingdom, 18th dynasty. El-Nahud 00/6 (26). Scale 1:6.

Fig. 20 Storage jar with angular profile, New Kingdom, 18th dynasty. El-Nahud 00/6 (25). Scale 1:6.
among the amphorae produced in the oases. The oasis jars found in dated contexts in the Nile Valley at Malkata (Hope et al. 2002: 123; 18th dynasty, Amenhotep III), el-Amarna (op.cit.: 128–130; 18th dynasty, Thutmose IV – Akhenaten), Theban Tomb 253 (op.cit.: 127, fig. 10a; 18th dynasty, Thutmose III–IV?) and Qantir (op.cit.: 121; 19th dynasty, Ramesses I – Merenptah) show on the interior pushed-up traces of fingers up to nearly half of the height of the vessels. The vessel walls tend to remain very thick up to that height. This technique is not attested for the jars found at the Abu Ballas Trail sites. Furthermore, the shapes of the oasis jars just mentioned are more slender and the shoulder is less pronounced (‘regularly curved’ jars) compared to those from the Abu Ballas Trail. This might very well indicate a direct influence from the Nile Valley for the Abu Ballas Trail vessels.

There are three principal sites, or main supply stations, where animals were watered: Jaqub 99/34, Abu Ballas 00/25, and probably El-Nahud 00/6. Intermittent sites used as camp sites and/or minor supply stations could be Meri 99/55 (between Dakhla and Jaqub 99/34), Jaqub 99/31 (between Jaqub 99/34 and Abu Ballas 00/25) and Abu Ballas 85/55 (between Abu Ballas 00/25 and El-Nahud 00/6). Another one may have been Base Camp 00/27 where only one 18th dynasty storage jar is currently attested, but this site has, as yet, hardly been investigated. Compared to the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period, the first main supply station, site Jaqub 99/34, is located closer to Dakhla, which might imply a different starting-point in the oasis, perhaps at Mut el-Kharab or its surroundings [cf. Fig. 1].

6. Late New Kingdom (Ramesside Period)

Two sites, Jaqub 99/30 and Jaqub 99/33, yielded a large number of identical, slow-turned and thin-walled jars [Fig. 21]. Both sites have been excavated
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been identified and obviously represents an import from the Nile Valley. Contrary to the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period sites Abu Ballas 85/55 and Jaqub 99/31, there are no vats or other vessels related to bread production at the late New Kingdom sites.

All of the jars are slow turned, and nearly all of the bases are turned as part of the lower section of the vessel rather than pinched or moulded. In a few cases, finger strokes are visible on the interior of the base, but these may be due to reworking of a turned base. The turning marks remain visible on the jars, both on the inside and outside. Occasionally, the outside is (partially) covered with a white wash. The jars show a particularly large number of deformations and were obviously made without much care [Fig. 24]. Despite this, all of them were functional. Furthermore, the jars show no traces of use such as damage on the rim, and seem to have been in mint condition when taken into the desert. Most likely they were made especially for this purpose.

Often potmarks, incised before firing, are present just above the base. These small marks were applied when the vessels were drying, standing upside down, and must relate to the organisation of the pottery workshop. The same type of potmarks has also been noted on pottery from Ayn Asil dating

12 A difference in the wind erosion can be observed between the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period jars and those from the late New Kingdom. The late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period jars were lying with their axis in an angle between about 20° and 45°, aperture upwards, while the late New Kingdom jars were generally lying horizontal or with their axis in an angle below 20°. This is apparently only a consequence of the difference in shape and of the very thick and heavy bases of the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period jars which resist wind erosion better. It does however indicate that all of the jars were empty when left behind.
to the end of the 18th dynasty (Marchand & Tallet 1999: 342, fig. 14).

The shape of the jars is rather uniform, certainly when compared to the 18th dynasty vessels already discussed. The jars are ovoid to oval in shape, generally with small vertical handles. They have pointed bases, low necks, and a narrow aperture, and are related to amphores à col court type A1 (Marchand & Tallet 1999: 330, fig. 8), which date to the end of the 18th dynasty. However, the necks of these amphores à col court type A1 are generally longer, the aperture wider and the handles larger. There are no good parallels from the Nile Valley, although the small vertical handles are characteristic for the Ramesside Period (cf. Bavay et al. 2000: 83). Furthermore, the size of the vessels for which the height is definitely known (56.5–60.3 cm, 4 examples) seems to exceed the size of similar vessels known from the Nile Valley. All of this confirms the impression that the vessels were specially made for, and adapted to, a desert expedition. Unfortunately, no parallels have been found for the spouted vessel [Fig. 22], while the few other vessels besides the jars are not sufficiently characteristic to allow dating.

From a typological point of view, what can be said at present is that the vessels most likely date to the late New Kingdom, i.e. the Ramesside Period (c. 1300–1070 BC, cf. von Beckerath 1997: 190). This is confirmed and substantiated by a radiocarbon date (2995 ± 37 BP / 1230 ± 70 calBC; UtC-8868) that has been obtained from a sample of the well preserved remains of a basket found at site Jaqub 99/33. The basket is directly linked to the pottery and therefore provides a most reliable chronological indicator. It was still covered with some vessels when found (cf. Förster, this volume: fig. 27), likely

---

it had been used for transporting large storage jars. The radiocarbon date points to the 19th or early 20th dynasty.

The type of jars from sites Jaqub 99/33 and Jaqub 99/30 has not been found on any of the other Abu Ballas Trail sites, with the possible exception of a single jar at site Jaqub 00/19.¹⁴ For sites Jaqub 99/33 and Jaqub 99/30, 95 and 71 storage jars respectively were identified, and the original number probably was not much higher. These two sites are certainly part of the same operation, as is remarkably illustrated through potmarks (incised before firing) representing donkeys. One example was found on each site [Fig. 25], but they were probably made by the same person.¹⁵ Although the two sites are certainly related, they are located rather close to each other. Site Jaqub 99/33 is situated at a distance of at least three days by donkey from Dakhla (c. 120 km from Balat/Ayn Asil and c. 90 km from Mut el-Kharab), but site Jaqub 99/30 is only about 33 km further and normally it would not have been necessary to water the donkeys again at this place. As no late New Kingdom vessels have been found further west on the Abu Ballas Trail, it is tempting to consider the two sites involved as evidence for an aborted undertaking (cf. Förster, this volume).

¹⁴ Possibly, this type of jar was also present at site Abu Ballas 85/55 ("Pottery Hill"), as can be seen on a photo from the 1980s taken by K.P. Kuhlmann (Kuhlmann 1988: pl. 51,f, bottom left and right). One of the two vessels on this photo has a pointed base, while the inside of the other jar does not show finger strokes but is turned, both of which are characteristics of the jars from sites Jaqub 99/30 and Jaqub 99/33. If indeed this is correct, it would push the distance from Dakhla (Balat), at which such jars are found, from 153 to 207 km. Unfortunately, the jars visible on the photo mentioned above were not among the material retrieved and studied for site Abu Ballas 85/55. Therefore, confusion remains possible with the 18th dynasty pottery certainly present for site Abu Ballas 85/55.

¹⁵ At site Jaqub 99/33, a second, incomplete and highly eroded example was found: Jaqub 99/33 (472C).
Occasionally, fragments of pottery turned on the kick wheel were found. Most of them are probably Roman. Kegs are the main identifiable vessel type, fragments of which have been found at a few sites, but the shape was only reconstructed for one example from site Jaqub 00/23 [Fig. 26]. It is barrel-shaped with a short neck and is made in an oasis fabric. Besides this keg with ribbed surface, frag-
ments of other kegs with smooth surface were also present at the same site, within a concentration of sherds. This ensemble has not yet been investigated but the rim type, with distinct ribs, confirms a date in the Roman period. Unfortunately, the typology and chronology of the Roman kegs remain largely unknown (cf. Ballet 1998: 39, fig. 11; Hope 1999: 232; 2000: 189, fig. 6c; see also Marchand 2000; Aston 2007: 441f.). For the few uncharacteristic fragments of kegs from other sites, nothing can be said with certainty, but they most probably also date to the Roman period.

At site Meri 99/55, two *qullas* (a water bottle with a filter in its neck that is still used in Dakhla today, cf. Henein 1997: 104–108; 154f.) were found, both of them made in an oasis fabric [Fig. 27]. Given their fragmentary preservation, it is not possible to confirm for certain that they belong to the Roman (or Byzantine) period, although this seems most likely.

No pattern can be recognised in the distribution of the sites where Roman pottery has been found. This, however, is not really surprising given the fact that by that time camels were used for desert travel and transportation (cf. Shaw 1979). A rather important water supply is only identifiable at site Jaqub 00/23. This site is situated 173 km from Dakhla (Balat), but camels could easily travel further from the oasis without needing water (cf. Shaw & Newbold 1928; Schmidt-Nielsen 1965: 33–70).

8. ‘Filling stations’ along an ancient desert highway

Only a few years after the discovery of the main pottery deposit at Abu Ballas in 1923, P. Borchardt (1929: 304) and R.A. Bermann (1934: 458f.) independently related this mysterious assemblage of storage jars in the midst of the desert to a report given by Herodotus, the Greek ‘father of historiography’ (cf. also Almásy 1936: 87f.):

(6) τὸ δὲ ὀλίγοι τῶν ἐς Αἴγυπτον ναυτιλλομένων ἐννενώκασι, τοῦτο ἔρχομαι φράσων. ἐς Αἴγυπτον ἐκ τῆς Ἑλλάδος καὶ πρὸς ἐκ Φοινίκης κέραμος ἐσάγεται πλήρης οἴνου δὶς τοῦ ἔτεος ἑκάστου, καὶ ἓν κεράμιον οἰνηρὸν ἀριθμῷ κεινὸν οὐκ ἔστι ὡς λόγῳ εἰπεῖν ἰδέσθαι. κοῦ δῆτα, εἴποι τις ἄν, ταῦτα ἀναισιμοῦται; ἐγὼ καὶ τοῦτο φράσω· δεῖ τὸν μὲν δήμαρχον ἕκαστον ἐκ τῆς ἑωυτοῦ πόλεος συλλέξαντα πάντα τὸν κέραμον ἄγειν ἐς Μέμφιν, τοὺς δὲ ἐκ Μέμφιος ἐς ταῦτα δὴ τὰ ἄνυδρα τῆς Συρίης κομίζειν πλήσαντας ὕδατος. οὕτω ὁ ἐπιφοιτέων κέραμος καὶ ἐξαιρεόμενος ἐν Αἰγύπτῳ ἐπὶ τὸν παλαιὸν κομίζεται ἐς Συρίην. (7) οὕτω μέν νυν Πέρσαι εἰσί οἱ τὴν ἐσβολὴν ταύτην παρασκευάσαντες ἐς Αἴγυπτον, κατὰ δὴ τὰ εἰρημένα σάξαντες ὕδατι, ἐπείτε τάχιστα παρέλαβον Αἴγυπτον. [...] (Herodotus III, 6–7)16

This ‘technique’ of storing water along routes through barren desert regions is obviously an age-old practice and was certainly not ‘invented’ by the Persians in the late 6th century BC. Many such pottery deposits, usually stumbled upon by accident in modern times, are known from various parts of the Libyan Desert and elsewhere (cf. Kemal el Dine & Franchet 1927; Almásy 1936: 87f.; Kuhlmann 1988: 69, n. 444; 2002: 147; Förster 2011: chapter 9.2). However, most of them seem to date to rather recent epochs, i.e. to Late Period, Ptolemaic, Roman or even Islamic times, and some of them are situated rather close to inhabited areas. For example, a site called ‘Abu Zala’ where the remains of about 1000 Roman vessels were found, is only some 30 km north of Birket Qarun (Fayum Oasis) (cf. Kemal el Dine & Franchet 1927: 597f., figs. 258; 259; Almásy 1936: 87f.; Caton-Thompson & Gardner 1936: 172).

Another example is a recently discovered dump of c. 40 Roman (?) kegs, all deliberately destroyed with a pointed implement, about 80 km southwest of Mut/Dakhla (not related to the Abu Ballas Trail; cf. Förster et al. 2010: 55, figs. 2.4; 2.5; Riemer 2011: 238–240) [Fig. 28].

Accordingly, it has been assumed for a long time that such isolated pottery concentrations in the desert were the remains of water supply stations – called ‘mahatta’ or ‘mahatteh’ in Arabic (Winlock 1936: XI) – that were established and used during comparatively late periods when the camel had already been introduced into northeastern Africa. In the case of the old pottery dump at Abu Ballas, it was even suggested that it may relate to Tibu nomads from the southwest who used it as a supply base for their raids on Dakhla in recent centuries (Kemal el Dine & Franchet 1927: 596f.; Ball 1927: 122f.; Hoellriegel 1938: 44f.). Another proposal was to connect it “with Cambyses’ ill-fated expedition from Dakhla to subdue the Ammonites of Siwa” (Jarvis 1936: 115; cf. Bermann 1934: 458f.; Hoellriegel 1938: 46–48): According to Herodotus (III, 25–26), shortly after the conquest of the Nile Valley the Persian king Cambyses (529–522 BC) sent an army consisting of 50,000 soldiers from Thebes to Siwa Oasis via Kharga and Dakhla. Reportedly, the whole army was surprised en route by a sudden exceptionally strong sandstorm, and disappeared without a trace somewhere in the Great Sand Sea.

Also the Hungarian desert explorer L. Almásy thought of Abu Ballas as an artificial water station established for camel caravans at some point during the first millennium BC. In his opinion, it marked the first third of a route connecting Dakhla with the Kufra Oases in modern Libya, and one of the ‘green’ valleys of the western Gilf Kebir, Wadi Abd el-Melik (which he claimed was the legendary lost oasis of ‘Zarzura’), was another intermediate stop after two thirds of the distance (Almásy 1999: 108f.; cf. Almásy 1936: 87f.). Caravans consisting of camels that are able to go for several days without
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water (cf. Shaw & Newbold 1928; Schmidt-Nielsen 1965: 33–70) would of course not need more intermittent watering stations to cover such distances. Gertrude Caton-Thompson, in view of a photograph of one of the late Old Kingdom/early First Intermediate Period storage jars found at Abu Ballas, was the first scholar who, in 1934, assumed that this kind of vessel may actually belong to an early period of Pharaonic civilisation when the principal beast of burden was the donkey: “The form [...] recalls a certain shape of the earliest Egyptian dynasties” (Caton-Thompson in Bermann 1934: 467). This statement is introduced by the following words (op.cit.: 466):

“[...] When great dumps of pottery, which are not uncommon over parts of the Libyan Desert, are discovered, there is a tendency to conclude that they indicate comparatively late caravan trade movements in the desert, somewhere in the Roman, Ptolemaic, or at earliest the Persian periods. I am not at all sure that is always the case. I know dumps containing 300 or 400 of these great amphorae which are undoubtedly of Roman or Ptolemaic age. But I think it is becoming more and more apparent that the ancient Egyptians also went far out into the desert in search of some of those beautiful rocks with which they made certain of their stone vessels. There was a striking example of that the winter before last, when, in the Western Nubian Desert, a new source for particular varieties of diorite was quite accidentally discovered [i.e. the so-called Chephren’s Quarries at Gebel el-Asr, about 80 km west of Toshka, cf. Engelbach 1933; 1938; Murray 1939]. That quarry dates back to the Old Kingdom of the third millennium. [...]”

At present, a number of pottery dumps that definitely date back to comparatively early periods of Pharaonic civilisation are known; these dumps were obviously used as supply depots for movements in the desert. Examples are Abu Ziyâr on the Girga Road between the Nile Valley and Kharga Oasis (cf. Darnell, this volume), and a collection of more than 20 large storage jars of 12th dynasty times recently excavated at Gebel el-Asr (Shaw 2009: 74f., fig. 4; Shaw et al. 2010: 300f., fig. 6). Today it can hardly be doubted that the ancient Egyptians’ use of desert routes for long-distance travel, trade, communication, and exploitation of natural resources was much more common than hitherto assumed. The rather limited number of Pharaonic pottery deposits currently known is probably only a consequence of the fact that, so far, only little systematic research has been carried out in order to detect and properly investigate such routes.

Looking for relevant ancient Egyptian pictorial or textual evidence, it comes as no surprise that this quite ordinary ‘technique’ of storing provisions in the desert was barely mentioned or depicted in the available sources (cf. Förster 2011: chapter 9.3). Nevertheless, there are a few indications. For instance, a representation in the 18th dynasty rock tomb of the chief of police Mahu at Amarna shows a number of Nubian soldiers patrolling the desert around the city of Akhenaten, and four large storage jars as well as a bag and two other items are depicted as placed next to a little acacia tree, indicating a depot of provisions used by the group [Fig. 29] (for somewhat similar scenes, see Hayes 1953: 160, fig. 96; Davies 1963: pl. 2). As for related textual evidence, a short Middle Kingdom rock inscription may be mentioned [Fig. 30]. It is located at Tenida in the eastern part of Dakhla, from where two caravan routes, the Darb el-Ghubari and Darb el-Ayn Amur, lead to Kharga Oasis. The inscription records the creation of a water reservoir that had been ordered by a local governor’s son (s3 hîy-) called Mery. Although the reading of the quite unusual hieroglyph – three water-lines framed on three sides by a sim-

**Fig. 29** Supply depot, including four large storage jars, of Nubian mercenaries patrolling the desert around the city of Akhenaten. Depiction in the rock tomb of Mahu, chief of police of Amarna, 18th dynasty (detail from Davies 1906: pl. 26).
ple line – remains unclear, it may well denote a water supply stored in ceramic vessels, rather than a well dug at this place (cf. Baud et al. 1999: 3f.). Another, though indirect attestation is provided by a letter written on a clay tablet that was excavated in the late Old Kingdom governor’s palace at Ayn Asil. It mentions a potter who had been sent to one of the villages in the oasis’ outskirts in order “to prepare a way” (irt wAt) for the chief of a foreign region called Demi-iu (Pantalacci 1998: 306–310, fig. 1). Most probably, the potter’s task was to produce some storage jars that were to be placed, filled with water, along a desert route to facilitate movements of foreign groups coming to Dakhla. There is even reason to assume that the route in question was the Abu Ballas Trail (cf. Förster, this volume). The laconic phrase wbAt wAt “to open (i.e. to make passable) a way” through barren regions, which occurs in autobiographical texts of expedition leaders such as Harkhuf, might very well refer to – or imply as one measure – the application of the same ‘technique’ for preparing long-distance desert travels in Pharaonic times. Harkhuf, might very well refer to – or imply as one measure – the application of the same ‘technique’ for preparing long-distance desert travels in Pharaonic times (Erman & Grapow 1926–1931, vol. 1: 290.8–9; cf. Kuhlmann 2002: 139f.; 142, n. 21).

In the Eastern Desert of Egypt, the general situation was much different because wells or cisterns were available at places, and the distances to be covered were relatively short (cf. Bard et al., this volume). Henu, an official under the reign of Mentuhotep III (11th dynasty), boasts in a rock inscription of having “turned a (desert) road into a river”, in order to lead an expedition consisting of 3000 men from the Nile Valley to the Red Sea coast (and further on by sea to Punt). He did so by constructing no less than 15 ‘wells’ (hmwAt; for the various meanings of this term, see Franzmeier 2008) along the Wadi Hammamat where his inscription was found (Couyat & Montet 1912: pl. 31, no. 114; cf. Lichtheim 1988: 53; Gasse 1994: 170; 173f.). Nevertheless, in view of the limited availability of natural water sources in this area, Henu might also have placed some pottery dumps as additional supply stations for the c. 150 km long journey across the desert (for similar chains of wells or cisterns along desert routes used in Pharaonic times, see Hoffmeier & Moshier, this volume; Snape, this volume; Darnell 1986: 19f.).

Until the discovery of the Abu Ballas Trail and its stations there was no firm archaeological evidence of any chains of such pottery deposits along specific desert routes in Egypt, either of Pharaonic date or more recent. To our knowledge, the only (possible) exception is a sequence of sites between Abydos and northern Kharga, which yielded various amounts of ceramic remains (Caton-Thompson 1931: 78; 1952: IXf., pl. 126; cf. Roe 2005–2006: 128; Graeff 2005: 75–80). Notably, it was G. Caton-Thompson and her team who discovered and cursorily investigated these remains during an expedition by camels in the early 1930s: “The route we followed from the Nile valley to Kharga is dotted with Roman watering stations, placed at regular intervals: five big ones were noted and their positions fixed; they consist now of litters or piles of broken amphorae, reddening the ground where they lie” (Caton-Thompson 1931: 78). According to a map later published by Caton-Thompson (1952: pl. 126), however, these sites are all situated within the first half of the c. 150 km long route, and the distances between them range between c. 4 and 12 km only. This pattern of distribution raises considerable doubts as to whether these main pottery concentrations (as well as some minor ones) indeed belong together as elements of the same desert operation(s) – the distances between the ‘watering stations’ are much too short to reflect daily travel rates, either by camel or donkey.

Against this background, the comparatively well preserved archaeological evidence of the Abu Ballas Trail provides, for the first time, valuable insights...
into the ancient ‘technique’ mentioned – but not described in detail – by Herodotus for the late 6th century BC. Moreover, it proves that the application of this logistical method for long-distance desert travel already occurred in the late third millennium BC – and for remote regions that hitherto have been regarded as terra incognita for the ancient Egyptians. Given that the climatic and environmental settings in those times did not differ much from today (cf. Kuper & Kröpelin 2006), a crossing of the vast, waterless terrain between Dakhla and the Gilf Kebir by donkey caravans indeed would hardly have been possible without taking such measures. As already pointed out above (and in contrast to what Herodotus wrote), the storage jars certainly were transported empty and only after they had reached their final destination at the individual supply stations, were they filled with water that had been carried separately in much lighter and less vulnerable waterskins. The successive installation of these supply stations from the Dakhla Oasis up to the Gilf Kebir and the repeated refilling of their storage capacities when going back and forth was evidently an enormous effort, which exponentially increased with the distance and certainly involved many donkey convoys. Of course, the latter needed their own provisions during this preparation phase, and only a fraction of their freight could be deposited at selected places. Once all the ‘filling stations’ were ready for use, they resembled to some extent the Roman hydreumata, chains of fortified wells that were usually established at intervals of c. 20–30 km along routes in the Eastern Desert (cf. Peacock 1997: 266; 2000: 434f.; Hamilton-Dyer 1998: 123f., fig. 17.1). An example is the quarry road to Mons Claudianus: “Each station is approximately 25 km from the next, which coincides with the distance a loaded pack donkey could be expected to travel per day” (Hamilton-Dyer 1998: 124).

The daily travel rate of a train of loaded pack donkeys certainly also determined the shape of the logistical infrastructure of the Abu Ballas Trail. However, the distances between the main supply depots along the route are considerably larger compared to the more conveniently placed hydreumata of Roman times [cf. Tab. 2].¹⁷ The key to understanding the general distribution pattern of the principal watering stations in Pharaonic times is provided by the distance between the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period sites Jaqub 99/31–32 (‘Muhattah Jaqub’ as labelled by C. Bergmann) and Abu Ballas 85/55, since both sites certainly were part of the same operation(s) and there are definitely no great dumps of pottery in between [cf. Tab. 1]. This distance, 78 km as the crow flies, most likely reflects the donkey’s ability to go without water for two or three days (cf. Seligman 1934: 69–71; Murray 1935: 102; Wainwright 1935: 260f.; Dill 1938: 104; 109; Keimer 1952–1953: 486)

¹⁷ Except for the distance between the late New Kingdom sites Jaqub 99/33 and Jaqub 99/30 (33 km as the crow flies), which constitutes a special case (see below).
There is no reason to assume that the ancient Egyptians did not take full advantage of this special ‘quality’ of the domesticated donkey which, as the principal beast of burden in those times, was probably bred in significant quantities in the Dakhla Oasis. Thus, the pack animals either walked c. 40 km per day and were watered at the end of every second, or they needed three days at a rate of c. 25–30 km to cover the distance, getting their water at the end of every third. Though the former figure cannot be excluded, comparative data, both of ancient (see, e.g., Spalinger 2005: 34; Darnell 2003 [Fig. 31]; cf. Dercksen 2004: 255f., n. 656, 703; Nashef 1987: 62f.; 65f., n. 39, 43) and more recent times (cf. Förster et al., this volume), suggests the latter to be more realistic under the given circumstances (for details, see Förster 2011: chapter 11.2). Moreover, the positions of intermediate, smaller sites where people could spend the night before arriving at a main supply depot (or after leaving one) support such an interpretation (see above; cf. Tab. 1).

The positions of the other main supply stations, placed at distances ranging from 64 to c. 90 km [Tab. 2], fit quite well into this general scheme. The variations in interval lengths are most probably due, first of all, to the various landscape units to be crossed by the caravans, exhibiting different terrains in terms of topography and surface cover (cf. Riemer, this volume: fig. 20). For example, the rather short distance of 64 km between Abu Ballas and Base Camp 00/27 can easily be explained by the fact that along this part of the route the Abu Ballas Scarp had to be crossed, an incline (or rise, depending on the direction of movement) of more than 200 metres. Steep escarpments, frequent ups and downs in hilly or mountainous country as well as very soft, sandy subsoils or even dune trains as natural obstacles would certainly have increased the journey time, whereas compact soils on level ground would have facilitated rapid movement. The physical shape of the country is however only one of the factors that might have had an impact on daily travel rates (cf. Meerpohl 2009: 176ff.; this volume; Förster et al., this volume). In a word, one cannot expect a mathematically exact distribution of supply depots, but rather one that had been dictated by practical considerations and experience.

As for the establishment and earliest use of the trail in the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period, four (main) watering stations can be identified (from northeast to southwest) [cf. Tab. 2; Fig. 32]: Jaqub 99/31–32 (‘Muhattah Jaqub’/1–2) [Fig. 33; cf.

---

Tab. 2 Spatial distribution and minimum storage capacities of the main supply stations along the Abu Ballas Trail [cf. Fig. 32]. Distances are given as the crow flies.
Fig. 32 Distribution of archaeological sites along the Abu Ballas Trail according to the various Pharaonic periods of use, as attested through ceramic evidence: late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period, Second Intermediate Period, 18th dynasty, and 19th/20th dynasty. The positions of the main supply stations, indicated by framed site numbers, show the basic logistical infrastructure of the trail during the respective periods of use [cf. Tab. 2]. Except for the Ramesside sites, the distances between these ‘filling stations’ are roughly equal and most probably relate to the donkey’s ability to go without water for two or three days.
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Fig. 10.2], Abu Ballas 85/55 (the original Abu Ballas or ‘Pottery Hill’ site: Förster, this volume: fig. 3; cf. Fig. 10.1), Base Camp 00/27 (‘Muhattah Fatima’), and El-Nahud 00/7 (‘Muhattah Rashid’). According to the logistic scheme described above, another main station presumably existed between Dakhla and Jaqub 99/31–32, probably at site Meri 99/58–59 (‘Muhattah el-Askeri/1–2’) or its surroundings. At a distance of c. 49 km from Balat and less than 20 km from the oasis’ southwestern outskirts, this position is rather close to Dakhla. In terms of logistical efficiency while building up a chain of supply stations, however, such a placement of the first stepping stone in the desert would make perfect sense: Donkey convoys carrying provisions to be stored there would not need to consume part of their valuable freight but could have returned to Dakhla without drinking water. The fact that no huge amounts of late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period storage jars have yet been detected at ‘Muhattah el-Askeri’ or its surroundings [cf. Tab. 1] might be explained by the possibility that, considering the short distance from the oasis, many intact jars had been removed in later times, and reused in Dakhla for other purposes. A number of simple stone structures found at ‘Muhattah el-Askeri’ (cf. Bergmann 2001: fig. facing p. 368) seem to support this view since they are also known from main supply stations further to the southwest where they probably served as basins for watering or feeding donkeys [cf. Figs. 34; 35].

A slightly different pattern of distribution can be observed for the 18th dynasty activities along the route (the previous Second Intermediate Period activities did not leave any great pottery dumps at all, pointing to small-scale operations for which no huge numbers of pack animals were needed). Two sites, Jaqub 99/34 (‘Muhattah Amphorae’) [Fig. 34] and Abu Ballas 00/25 (‘Bint Ballas’), certainly served as principal watering stations, and most probably also site El-Nahud 00/6 (‘Khasin Berlin’) [cf. Fig. 14], though the vessels at the latter site were probably not found in their original position. This constellation proves that the trail had been travelled along in its full length up to the Gilf Kebir during those times and, consequently, a fourth main watering...
station must have existed between Abu Ballas 00/25 and El-Nahud 00/6, the remains of which are yet to be discovered (‘N.N.’ in Tab. 2 and Fig. 32). Compared to the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period of use, the distances between the main supply stations are more or less the same, but the individual stations were placed much further to the southwest. This shifted pattern of distribution might very well be explained by the rise of Mut el-Kharab, a settlement situated in the southwestern part of Dakhla which became the oasis’ capital in the New Kingdom (cf. Hope 2005; Hope et al. 2008). While trade caravans of the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period in all probability started at (or aimed for, depending on the direction of movement) the local governor’s residence in Balat/Ayn Asil in the northeastern part of Dakhla, this new point of departure (or arrival) would have considerably reduced both the logistical efforts and the journey time. Now, the establishment and maintenance of only four, instead of five, main supply stations between Dakhla and the Gilf Kebir would have sufficed to enable donkey caravans to cover the whole distance within less than two weeks. However, both the rather small number of 18th dynasty sites in general [cf. Tab. 1] as well as the limited amount of storage capacities at the main watering stations [cf. Tab. 2] seem to point to a lower intensity of traffic when compared to the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period. Despite of a more efficient logistical infrastructure, the activities during the 18th dynasty along the Abu Ballas Trail were probably restricted to a relatively short period of time.

Little can be said in terms of logistics and organisation for the activities in the Ramesside Period.
(19th/20th dynasty). Apart from a single jar found at site Jaqub 00/19, there are only two sites dating to this period [cf. Tab. 2; Fig. 32]: Jaqub 99/33 (‘Muhattah el-Homareen’) [Fig. 35] and Jaqub 99/30 (‘Muhattah Umm el-Alamat’). Both sites, however, range among the greatest dumps of pottery discovered along the route, and, as outlined above, they were certainly part of the same desert operation, for which all the vessels had been specially produced. While Jaqub 99/33 is situated at a distance of c. 90 km from Mut el-Kharab (and, therefore, still fits into our general scheme), site Jaqub 99/30 is only 33 km further, i.e. about a single day’s march by donkey. Given that no late New Kingdom dumps have been found further west on the trail, there is little doubt that the sites represent a failed attempt to build up another chain of supply stations – an undertaking that was perhaps hampered by a sudden sandstorm, and never taken up again.

Admittedly, the above reconstruction of the individual patterns of distribution is to some extent hypothetical, due to a number of gaps in the available archaeological record (cf. Förster 2011: chapter 12). This also holds true for attempts to estimate the size of trade caravans and, in turn, the amount of goods that could have been transported along the route once all the stations and deposits were ready for use. Nevertheless, approaches and rough calculations are possible by applying some general data. The basic question is: How much water was avail-
able at each main supply station, and how many donkeys could thereby be provisioned? Although only very few vessels have been found complete and could be used to directly determine their capacities, a considerable number of broken and/or highly eroded remains of additional jars facilitated rather accurate reconstructions in scale drawings. By applying the so-called ‘summed (or stacked) cylinders’ method [cf. Fig. 36], it was possible to estimate the volume of, all in all, 58 storage jars or amphorae, based on their reconstructed profiles: 35 of late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period age, 7 of 18th dynasty, and 16 of Ramesside times (cf. Förster 2011: chapter 10). It turned out that the average capacity of the large late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period storage jars is about 30 litres, whereas that of the New Kingdom amphorae of both periods concerned appears to be around 20 litres. Thus, the minimum storage capacities once available at the individual stations could be roughly calculated; the results are listed in Tab. 2 (for the respective numbers of vessel units detected at the sites, see Tab. 1).

It goes almost without saying that the original number of jars was probably considerably higher at most of the sites under discussion. The circumstances of extreme wind erosion in the desert may have caused the complete disappearance of some vessels, and others may have been removed or destroyed in ancient or more recent times. Moreover, a number of sites have not yet been excavated (here, only the exposed vessels visible on the surface have been counted), and it should be expected that some deposits along the route, as well as additional jars at already known stations, still await discovery [cf. Fig. 37]. Therefore, the given figures should be regarded as absolute minimum numbers.

Nevertheless, it can reasonably be argued that at each of the main supply stations used in the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period about 100 large storage jars were originally deposited. This is cer-

**Fig. 36** The ‘summed (or stacked) cylinders’ method of estimating the volume of a vessel, based on the reconstruction of its profile in drawing (Rice 1987: 222, fig. 7.8, slightly modified). The vessel is divided into a series of equal horizontal slides or thin cylinders, the volume of each cylinder is calculated by the formula \( V = \pi r^2 h \), and then these are summed to give an estimate of the total volume of the container (cf. also Thalmann 2007; Engels et al. 2009).

**Fig. 37** The remains of some late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period storage jars found in the surroundings of site Jaqub 99/32 (‘Muhattah Jaqub’/2) in March 2004. Covered by a sand dune, the pottery was invisible during former visits to the site and was only recently exposed through wind action that had shifted the dune for some metres. This striking example confirms the assumption that more pottery concentrations along the Abu Ballas Trail still await discovery.
tainly the case for Abu Ballas 85/55 (cf. Ball 1927: fig. facing p. 125, above = Förster, this volume: fig. 3; Gabriel 1986: 12f.) and can also be assumed for 99/31–32 ‘Muhattah Jaqub’, where the remains of 67 identifiable vessel units have been excavated. At Base Camp 00/27 ‘Muhattah Fatima’ and El-Nahud 00/7 ‘Muhattah Rashid’ the remains of only c. 40 and 20 jars, respectively, are currently known, but no excavations have been carried out and a considerable number of additional vessels might still be covered by sand (for the special case of Meri 99/58–59 ‘Muhattah el-Askeri’, see above). 100 storage jars would have provided about 3000 litres of water at each site. That amount might have sufficed for watering up to 100 donkeys, each getting c. 30 litres after a three day journey between the individual main supply stations. A caravan of such a size would not match the one that Harkhuf led back from Yam to Egypt in the late 6th dynasty: In the autobiographical text still preserved in his rock tomb at Qubbet el-Hawa near Aswan Harkhuf boasts of having returned with 300 donkeys laden with “all sorts of good products” such as incense, ebony, oils, panther skins and ivory (Sethe 1933: 126f.). But our estimate would be well comparable with the caravan mentioned by Sabni, one of Harkhuf’s successors as the governor of Upper Egypt, who undertook a trade expedition to Wawat in Lower Nubia, which consisted of 100 donkeys laden with various oils, honey, clothes and fayence (Sethe 1933: 136).

Any calculations, however, must also take into account the amount of provisions needed for the donkey drivers, although the number of humans accompanying a caravan was probably not very high (cf. Förster et al., this volume). Moreover, some of the jars deposited at the individual stations might not have been filled with water but with grain or other foodstuffs, in addition to both the provisions carried along and the (sparse) vegetation perhaps available along the route during the rainy season or shortly after, which could have been used as fodder for the pack animals. Therefore, a (minimum) number of 75–90 donkeys per caravan seems perhaps more reasonable for the activities that took place during the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period. Assuming an average payload of c. 60 kg per donkey (neglecting the additional weight of packing devices such as baskets or bags, ropes, pack saddles, and the weight of some provisions and equipment carried along), such a caravan would have been able to transport cargoes of c. 4.5–5.4 tons.

Compared under the same parameters, the expeditions during the 18th dynasty appear to have been considerably smaller in scale. Around 40–50 amphorae deposited at each of the main supply stations19 would have provided water for about 25–30 donkeys at best. Trade caravans of such a scale could have transported a freight of no more than c. 1.5–1.8 tons — i.e., a third of what was possible in late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period times. Finally, judging from the number and capacity of vessels excavated at sites Jaqub 99/33 ‘Muhattah el-Homareen’ [cf. Fig. 35] and Jaqub 99/30 ‘Muhattah Umm el-Alamat’ – 95 and 71 amphorae, respectively — it can be said that the aborted undertaking in Ramesside times aimed to pave the way for donkey caravans of a size and load capacity somewhere between those of the former two periods (for a more detailed discussion of these aspects, see Förster 2011: chapter 14, with further references).

Most probably, all these journeys were undertaken in the colder seasons, i.e. in winter or early spring, when water requirements of both humans and animals, usually walking in the daytime, were relatively low. In addition, winter rains might even have provided fresh grass in places, which could have been used as succulent fodder for the pack animals. Under the above assumptions, travelling the Abu Ballas Trail from Dakhla to the Gilf Kebir (or vice versa) by donkey caravan was a matter of around two weeks. Naturally, enabling a trade caravan to return to its starting-point was as important as the preparations for launching it, which raises the question of how long the water could be stored

18 The domesticated donkey can tolerate a dehydration of up to 30 % of its body weight (Maloiy 1970; Maloiy & Boarer 1971; Smith & Pearson 2005: 6f.). To repair such a deficit, a dehydrated donkey can drink 24–30 litres of water within 2–5 minutes when water becomes available (op.cit.).

19 At least at site Jaqub 99/34 ‘Muhattah Amphorae’, situated in a rocky area with stony subsoils where only very little sand has accumulated [cf. Fig. 34], the original number of jars probably would not have been much higher than the c. 40 vessel units detected during the surveys.
in the vessels. A number of factors might have had an impact on its evaporation rate: general climate, surrounding temperature and air humidity, fabric and quality of the clay, surface treatment of the vessels, duration of exposure to insolation, etc. (cf. Förster 2011: chapter 9.4). None of the storage jars found along the trail showed the application of special measures to decrease permeability, such as slipping the inner surface. However, regular slipping and polishing of the outer surface was still visible on many late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period jars (which probably have been closed with a piece of leather when filled), and might have diminished the porosity of the vessels to a sufficient degree. More important, however, is the general deposition and protection of the pottery dumps. Most of them were placed at, or near, the foot of a hill or close to a rock outcrop, which protected them to some extent against the sun and wind [Figs. 14; 33; 34; cf. Figs. 10.1; 28]. In general, the late Old Kingdom/First Intermediate Period deposits appear to have been installed more thoroughly and were better sheltered compared to the ones from the New Kingdom, probably reflecting a greater intensity of use and a need to maintain them for a longer period of time. According to Jarvis (1936: 114f.), the storage jars discovered at Abu Ballas in 1923 were found “buried in the soil [...]”, and they “were laid in orderly rows of ten”. This is also noted by Ball (1927: 122, n. ‡): “[...] the excavations made by the Prince [Kemal el Din] in the sand around the foot of the hill revealed the existence of hundreds of additional jars, many of them intact, set in regular order in the sand and obviously forming a water-dump”. Also at site Jaqub 99/31 ‘Muhattah Jaqub/1’, at least some storage jars seem to have been intentionally protected by a sand cover when left behind in Pharaonic times (cf. Förster 2011: chapter 6.1.4).

Under such favourable conditions, the loss of water during a storage period of some days or even weeks in the colder seasons would not be very high. Some evaporation through the vessel walls would even have had the benefit of keeping the water cool and fresh. The lapse of time between vessel filling and water consumption presumably ranged between a couple of days and a few weeks only, depending on the distance of the individual supply stations. And when a caravan was expected to come (or return) to Dakhla in the foreseeable future, all the storage jars at the main stations probably could have been refilled at relatively short notice, albeit with considerable effort.

To sum up, an appraisal by G.A. Wainwright, dating back to the 1930s and not shared by many scholars in those days, can absolutely be confirmed in view of the evidence now on hand: “Hence, if they had the need, the ancients could have done a good deal of desert travel with their donkeys” (Wainwright 1935: 261). Provided they had enough storage jars and water bags, one might add.

9. Conclusions

The investigation of the Pharaonic pottery found along the Abu Ballas Trail provides valuable insights into several aspects of long-distance desert travel and transportation in ancient times when the principal beast of burden was the donkey. Various periods of use can be determined rather exactly, and the intensity of traffic can be estimated for each of the chronological phases. Ceramics – either used for transport, storage or as personal ‘tableware’ of the expedition members involved – usually constitute the most common type of find along ancient and more recent desert routes. The special case of the Abu Ballas Trail however offers some additional clues regarding the organisational and logistical framework necessary to conduct large-scale donkey caravan traffic over hundreds of kilometers through waterless regions. Various functions or types of pottery-bearing sites can be distinguished according to size, structure, complexity, the association with other artefacts, and the embedding in the landscape: temporary camp sites, main road stations, intermittent smaller supply depots, or localities where jars accidently broken during transport had been left behind. Most informative, however, are the main supply stations consisting of dozens or even more than a hundred large storage jars once filled with water (and, in part, perhaps also grain or other foodstuffs) that have been deposited at rather regular distances for the donkeys and their drivers. Storage capacity and pattern of distribution of these supply depots make up the basic infrastructure of the trail, which likely was closely related to the donkey’s ability to go without water for two or three days and took full advantage of this quality. The calculated (minimum) amount of stor-
age capacities at the individual main supply stations in turn allows a rough estimate of the size and transport capacities of the donkey trade caravans that were launched once all the stations and deposits were ready for use.

The ceramic evidence available from the trail’s sites is a stroke of luck for archaeology since these ancient activities are thereby not only datable (and can be related to specific historical situations, cf. Förster, this volume) but can be evaluated with regard to organisation and logistics as discussed above. Although a number of the sites had been disturbed to some degree in antiquity or more recently, most of them reflect the original situation when left behind after their last use in Pharaonic times. This is certainly due to the trail’s general character as an extremely difficult desert route that required an enormous effort to be crossed by donkey caravans, and was, therefore, apparently only episodically used over many centuries, probably motivated in most cases by specific circumstances. In contrast to heavily trafficked caravan routes such as the famous Darb el-Arbain between the Darfur region in Sudan and Asyut at the Egyptian Nile, the archaeological features of the Abu Ballas Trail have only been shaped a little by later human activities. However, it must be kept in mind that desert circumstances causing extreme wind erosion may have led to the complete disintegration of some vessels. The original number of storage jars once placed at the individual supply stations was perhaps considerably higher, and the remains of some pottery deposits now covered by sand may still await discovery.

It is hoped that other long-distance desert routes exhibiting a similar logistical infrastructure of Pharaonic or ‘pre-camel’ times will be discovered in the near future, enabling comparison. For the time being, however, the Abu Ballas Trail constitutes the only known case where a detailed study and analysis of Herodotus’ ‘technique’ of storing water along routes through arid wastes is possible.
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